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Objectives

.

Project Definition
 This project is a baby sound detector

 It detects the sound of the baby

 The sound is sent through electromagnetic
waves to the receiver

 The receiver should be kept with the baby’s
mother.

 Design different stages of electric circuits

 Use and design voltage amplifier

 Design appropriate filters that select the
desired band of frequencies

 Design a suitable FM modulator and
demodulator circuits

 Learn about antenna design and their
characteristics

 Produce a small, portable and low cost
device

 Create a live channel between the baby
and his mother

Project Methodology

 The project consists of tow devices, a transmitter and a receiver. The transmitter
detects the sound of the baby and amplifies it. A filter is used after that to select
the desired frequency band to be sent. The output of the filter is fed to an FM
modulation circuit to shift the signal into higher frequency. The signal is then
transmitted using antenna.

 In the receiver, the signal is received with a similar antenna. Fed to a band pass
filter. The demodulation circuit follows the band pass filter to separate the
information from the carrier. The sound is then amplified and fed to a low pass
filter. The receiver should be kept with the baby’s mother to monitor him when
she is not around.
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Results

 We thank Allah for finishing this project

 The main goal of the project was to transmit
the sound of the baby as an FM modulated
signal

 A baby sound detector was constructed and
output was obtained after each block

 The transmitter circuit was tested using a
regular FM radio

 The receiver was able to demodulate the
transmitter signal

Recommendations

 Use printed circuit board technique

 Use Arduino to send a message to cellphone

 Use ISD1110 to play a sound when the baby
cries


